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4. Start to remove the backing from the 2-sided tape. Pull back 1-2 
inches and bend the backing back to create a pull tab that extends 
form behind the product. Do this for each piece of tape on the product. 
If the tape is too small to create a tab then remove the backing com-
pletely. (if you are having trouble removing the backing fi lm from the 
two-sided tape, use your fi nger to “fl ick” the end of the tape)
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5. Install the piece onto the vehicle, in the exact location you used for 
your test-fi t. (on door handles with keyholes – line up the keyhole area 
fi rst to ensure proper operation of the key)

6. Pull the tabs of tape that are sticking out from behind the piece, to 
reveal the rest of the tape, while you are applying pressure to the item.
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7. Apply pressure with the palm of your hand. Use fi rm pressure all the 
way around the piece to insure proper adhesion.
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1. Test fi t the product to make certain the product you have fi ts the 
vehicle you intend to install it on. Determine the exact location to 
place the rim BEFORE you prep the surface (on door handles with 
keyholes, line up the keyhole area fi rst to ensure proper operation 
of the key).
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2. Wash area of the application with soap and water, then 
thoroughly dry.
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3a. Thoroughly clean the area with isopropyl alcohol to remove any 
grease, wax or oils left on the surface.

3b. If your product includes an adhesive promoter, apply it only to the 
surface which the trim will cover. (Do not apply directly to the tape on 
the product)
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